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Format

Title, author name(s) in full spelling with affiliation(s), 500 word abstract in English, and contact person’s name with e-mail address. Use Times New Roman Font. Follow the sample format below.

Presentation Title (12 point font)

Full Authors’ names: Iroda TULAGANOVA¹, ..., n, ..., ², ..., ³, ..., ⁴, ..., ⁵ and ..., ⁶ (12 point)

Corresponding Authors contact details
E-mail address: abc@........
Detailed Affiliation: Department of ..., Faculty of ..., University of ...
Postal address:
Contact Phone number:
Contact Fax number:

Authors affiliations (10.5 point font)
1) Department of Ecology, Samarkand State University, Uzbekistan
2) Faculty of Life and Environmental Science, Seikei University, Japan
3) ...
4) ...
5) ...
6) ...

Abstract
Abstract is to be a clear and concise description of the authors’ presentation. Abstract must be 500 words or less, in 10.5 point Times New Roman font. Corresponding author must be indicated by putting an asterisk “*” besides the author’s name. This abstract will be used for judging Oral/Poster presentation and arranging each session.

Key Words:
Please provide no more than 5 keywords.

Please Indicate Preferred Presentation Format (final decision will be made by Advisory Committee):
Oral
Poster

Abstracts not in compliance with the above format and deadline will be returned to authors.